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Vietnamese learners tackling the German /ʃt/ in perception
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Abstract

2. Vietnamese and German phonology

Previous observations from didactic studies have indicated that
Vietnamese learners of German as a foreign language often fail
to realize consonantal clusters in German [1, 2, 3]. The present
study investigated whether this problem occurs already at the
level of perception, i.e., whether Vietnamese learners find it
difficult to perceive the difference between a cluster and a
single consonant. We focused on the discrimination between
the German cluster /ʃt/ and the single consonants /t/ and /ʃ/, both
in onset and coda position. Due to different phonotactic
restrictions on coda consonants in Vietnamese, we expected the
coda position to pose a bigger challenge for correct
discrimination than the onset position. With an AX
discrimination task, we tested how 83 university students from
Hanoi perceived these contrasts. Our findings show that only
the distinction between /ʃt/-/ʃ/ in coda position posed a real
challenge to our listeners. We attribute this difficulty to the
weak and non-native auditory cues for the plosive in this
position. For all other contrasts our participants performed
surprisingly well. We propose that this is due to the influence
of English as first L2 that facilitates the acquisition of
phonological contrasts in German as an L3.
Index Terms: L2 sound perception, consonants, phonemic
category, position, Vietnamese

2.1. Consonants in Vietnamese
Vietnamese is a language with obligatory consonant in the onset
[6]. The following description is based on the Hanoi variety of
Vietnamese, where any of the consonants given in Table 1
(based on [7, p. 382]) can occur in the onset. The segments
given in brackets only occur in a small number of loanwords.
In words that orthographically start with a vowel grapheme, the
corresponding vowel is preceded by a glottal stop [11, p. 25].
Table 1: Vietnamese onset consonant inventory.
Labial
Plosive
Fricative
Nasal
Approximant

In coda position, Vietnamese only allows the voiceless stops [p,
t, k] and the nasals [m, n, ɲ, ŋ] [2].
Neither in onset nor coda position does Vietnamese allow
consonant clusters [7, 8]. Consonant sequences can occur
across syllable boundaries, though Vietnamese is described as
a predominantly monosyllabic language.

1. Introduction
The native language (L1) has a strong influence on how we
perceive and produce sounds in a second language (L2). For
Vietnamese learners of German it was shown in previous
studies that they have problems producing the German contrast
in vowel length [1]. Another noticeable phenomenon concerns
the articulatory distinction between the consonants [ç], [ʃ] und
[s], and the substitution of consonants in syllable final position,
such as [ç] and [x] by [k], or [l] by [n] [3, p. 49]. A third point
mentioned frequently for Vietnamese learners is their problem
with consonantal clusters, both in German [1-3] and English [4,
5].
While previous studies have focused on the production side
[1-5], the present study investigates whether the perception is
equally affected. In our study, we concentrate on the initial
stages at which perceptual sensitivity to German phonotactics
sets in, by examining adult German as foreign language (Gfl)
learners with up to 18 months of L2 exposure.
The topic of our study is the German consonant cluster /ʃt/,
which can occur both in onset and coda position. Right from the
beginning stages of German language instruction on level A1
(according to the Common European Framework of reference
for languages, CEFR), the cluster is part of the basic
vocabulary.
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(p) ɓ
fv
m
w

Dental/ Palatal Velar Glottal
Alveolar
tʰ t ɗ
tɕ
k
sz
xɣ
h
n
ɲ
ŋ
l (r)
(j)

2.2. Consonants in German
The consonantal phonemes of German that can occur in onset
position are given in Table 2 (from [9]). Segments in brackets
are again restricted to loanwords. Like in Vietnamese, syllables
that orthographically start with a vowel grapheme have a
corresponding vowel that is preceded by a glottal stop.
Table 2: German onset consonant inventory.

Plosive
Fricative
Affricates
Nasal
Liquid
Rhotic

Labial Dental Post- Palatal Velar Glottal
alveolar
p b
t d
kg
f v
z
ʃ (ʒ)
(ç)
h
pf
ts
tʃ (dʒ)
m
n
l
j
ʀ

All of the consonants given in Table 2 can occur in coda
position in German, apart from the voiced obstruents, which are
realized voiceless due to final devoicing [9]. Additionally, the
velar nasal [ŋ] and fricative [x] are allowed in coda position [9].
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With respect to consonant clusters, German allows clusters
of two or three consonants word initially, however clusters with
three consonants are restricted to some combinations such as
[pfl] [ʃtR]. In coda position up to five subsequent consonants
are possible (though this depends on phonological
interpretation and assumptions such as extrametricality, see e.g.
[10]).

We used only monosyllabic words to reduce the memory
load and to ensure that we tested the learners’ perceptual
abilities rather than how well they memorized words.
All items were produced by a phonetically trained female
speaker of Standard High German, recorded with an Olympus
VN-7800PC digital voice recorder.
3.2. Participants

3. Perception study

24 Vietnamese Gfl students of the Hanoi University (HANU)
and 59 Vietnamese Gfl students of the Vietnam National
University (VNU), all aged between 18 and 22, took part in the
experiment. They were tested in Hanoi on a voluntary basis. At
the time of testing, none of them reported any hearing
impairment. The participants were enrolled in German
language classes at a level of A1 or A2 (according to the
CEFR). All spoke the Hanoi variety of Vietnamese.

Our investigation consisted of two parts. First, we tested
whether early Vietnamese-speaking Gfl learners have
difficulties in distinguishing the consonant cluster /ʃt/ from the
single phonemes /ʃ/ and /t/.
We also were interested in whether Vietnamese listeners
differed in the perception of /ʃt/ depending on the position of
this cluster (in onset or coda position). Our hypothesis was that
Vietnamese learners have difficulties in perceiving the
difference between the German cluster /ʃt/ and single
consonants /t/ or /ʃ/, especially in coda position, thus confirming
findings reported for production by [2] and [3].
To test whether phonotactic constraints of Vietnamese had
an effect on how clusters are perceived in contrast to single
consonants, we compared the rate of correct discrimination for
all items that consisted of non-identical word pairs. Given that
Vietnamese does not allow clusters [7, 8], we expected
participants to discriminate single consonant contrasts better
than clusters.
To test both hypotheses, we designed a perception
experiment with an AX discrimination task using Praat [11].

3.3. Procedure
The listeners’ perception accuracy was tested by an AX
discrimination task. Participants were instructed in German that
they had to listen to two words at a time and then had to indicate
whether the two words were the same or not by clicking the
respective button (same or different) on a computer screen.
During the experiment, both the instructions and the button
labels were presented on the computer screen in German and in
Vietnamese. Participants listened to the word pairs via
headphones in a fairly quiet classroom surrounding at their
universities. Before the experiment started, they were presented
with two filler pairs (one same, one different) to familiarize
them with the procedure. It took participants about 15 minutes
to complete the task. In addition to the perception test, they
filled in a consent form and a questionnaire on their linguistic
background.

3.1. Materials
Cluster items were 36 minimal pairs of real words (nouns,
verbs, prepositions) contrasting /ʃt/ with /ʃ/ or /t/ either in initial
or final position, see the examples in (1). The words did not
contain any further clusters.
(1) a) initial:
b) final:

[ʃtaɪ̯ n] - [ʃaɪ̯ n]
[ʃtaʊ̯p] - [taʊ̯p]

“stone - shine”
“dust - deaf”

[mɪʃt] - [mɪt]
[taʊ̯ʃt] - [taʊ̯ʃ]

“mix-3SG - with”
“swap-3SG - swap-IMP”

3.4. Analyses and results
We analyzed the accuracy of the responses to all stimuli pairs
(83*215=17,845). Participants’ mean performance correct for
these pairs was 87.34% (s.d. 10%), ranging from 48.8% to
98.6% correct. For further analyses, we looked separately at
identical cluster pairs, were we expected the answer “same”,
and non-identical cluster pairs, were we expected the answer
“different”. For the identical cluster pairs, we were interested
whether participants performed equally well for the pairs with
cluster compared to the pairs with fricative only or plosive only,
and whether position (onset or coda) influenced this
performance.
For the identical cluster pairs, we performed a generalized
linear mixed effects model in R (glmer from the package lme4;
[12]) with response (‘same’ or ‘different’) as dependent
variable, pair (cluster, fricative or plosive) * position (onset or
coda) * log-performed months of tuition as within-subjects
factors, word pair as random intercept and participant as
random intercept and slope.
There was no significant difference between responses to
stimuli pairs with clusters and responses to stimuli pairs with
fricative /ʃ/ or plosive /t/ (88.4% correct), and none between
pairs with fricative /ʃ/ and plosive /t/ (86.7% correct). However,
position of contrast had a main effect: if the contrast was in
onset position, participants responded with ‘same’ (correct)
significantly more often (p = 0.0201). We conclude from these
results that participants find word pairs with the cluster /ʃt/ not
inherently different from word pairs with single obstruents.

Each cluster item pair was presented in random order in four
combinations, namely as A-B, B-A, A-A and B-B (with
different tokens in all combinations). As some of the cluster
item pairs shared words (e.g. Stau - Schau and Stau - Tau), we
ended up with a total of 110 cluster items. In addition, 38
minimal pairs containing monosyllabic words without any
clusters but contrasting either in initial or final consonant were
included, see the examples in (2).
(2) a) initial:
b) final:

[baɪ̯ n] - [vaɪ̯ n]
[hoːn] - [loːn]

“leg - wine”
“mockery - wages”

[zaːl] - [zaːt]
[haʊ̯t] - [haʊ̯s]

“hall - seed”
“skin - house”

The pairs contrasting in single consonants were presented in the
orders A-B, A-A and B-B. Some single consonant pairs shared
again words, resulting in 115 single consonant items. In total,
we had 215 stimuli pairs.
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We performed another generalized linear mixed effects
model for the non-identical cluster pairs, again with response as
dependent variable, and pair (cluster compared to fricative vs.
cluster compared to plosive) * position (onset or coda) * logperformed months of tuition as within-subjects factors, word
pair as random intercept and participant as random intercept and
slope. Both pair and position showed main effects (more correct
responses for the pairs cluster-plosive and for onset position)
and a significant interaction (p < 0.0001), as shown in Figure 1.

We infer from these findings that any of the tested contrasts are
easily distinguished in onset position. In coda position, the
contrast /ʃt/-/t/ does not cause significantly different responses
than other pairs containing only single consonants, but /ʃt/-/ʃ/ is
difficult to distinguish for Vietnamese learners.
In none of the models, months of German tuition had an
effect: Their experience with German had no influence on the
performance of our participants.

4. Discussion

100%

We found that Vietnamese learners of German at beginners’
level can distinguish clusters from single consonants fairly well,
and that their performance did not improve with increased input
of German. A possible explanation for this unexpected finding
is provided in section 4.1.
The Vietnamese Gfl learners performed worse at
distinguishing pairs in coda position than in onset position. This
is in accordance with our expectations and is due to the much
smaller coda inventory and less perceptual cues in coda than in
onset position in Vietnamese. Especially the comparison of /ʃt/
with /ʃ/ in coda position proved difficult for Vietnamese Gfl
learners. We propose two explanations for this finding in
section 4.2.

% correct

80%
60%

onset

40%

coda

20%
0%

fricative

plosive

Figure 1: Discrimination (% correct) for non-identical
pairs (where /ʃt/ is compared either to fricative /ʃ/ or
to plosive /t/), in onset or coda position.

4.1. Cross-linguistic influence in language acquisition

As can be seen from Figure 1, participants performed worse for
the comparison cluster-fricative in coda position than for any of
the three other comparisons. We conclude from this that in coda
position, Vietnamese listeners have problems distinguishing /ʃt/
from /ʃ/.
In an additional explorative analysis, we checked whether
order of the presentation of the words within the word pairs (AB
or BA) played a role by including this as factor in both models,
but it showed no effect.
In two last generalized linear mixed effects models, we
compared the performance for all single consonants pairs with
the pair /ʃt/-/t/ and /ʃt/-/ʃ/. We used again response as dependent
variable, pair (/ʃt/-/t/ or /ʃt/-/ʃ/. vs. single consonant pairs) *
position (onset or coda) * log-performed months of tuition as
within-subjects factors, word pair as random intercept and
participant as random intercept and slope. For the comparison
with /ʃt/-/t/, only a main effect of position could be found, while
for the comparison with /ʃt/-/ʃ/, we also found an interaction
with pair (p = 0.00521), see Figure 2.

Next to the widely attested transfer from the L1 of the
multilingual learners, transfer from previously acquired nonnative languages is regarded as a significant source of crosslinguistic influence. Therefore, foreign language acquisition
has started to differentiate between the acquisition of an L2 and
other subsequent languages ([13] [14] [15]). For the acquisition
of a third language (L3) phonology, Hammarberg &
Hammarberg [16] reported in a longitudinal case study the
tendency to resort to L2 articulatory settings that override L1
transfer at the initial stages of L3 acquisition. Wrembel [17]
corroborates these findings for the language pair German L2 English L3. Suggestions on pedagogical implications for the
transfer of complex consonant clusters for learners with L2
English and L3 German in a learning and teaching context are
made by Marx & Mehlhorn [18].
In Vietnam, English language tuition is compulsory at
school level. In terms of phonotactics, English allows
consonant clusters both in onset, as in string [stɻɪŋ], and coda
position, e.g., fast [fɑːst]. With regard to the high scores of
correct discrimination of non-native consonant distinctions in
our experiment, the influence of English as first L2 on the
acquisition of phonological contrasts in German as L3 seems
probable. Thus, our learners were presumably drawing on their
linguistic knowledge and cognitive experience of English as L2.

100%

% correct

80%
clus-fric

60%

Two reasons for the difficulty of /ʃt/-/ʃ/ compared to /ʃt/-/t/ in
coda position can be given. The first explanation concerns the
salience of auditory cues in coda position. In the /ʃt/-/t/ pairs
there is a salient auditory cue in the form of the friction noise
indicating that the two are different. In addition, this cue is
available right from the beginning of the coda contrast. In the
case of /ʃt/-/ʃ/, on the other hand, the contrast is only perceivable
when the auditory cues of stop closure and burst occur, i.e., at
the very end of the word. The closure cue in coda position is
rather weak, and on its own can be interpreted as signaling the
word end. Furthermore, the final burst cue is something that

single
consonant

20%
0%

4.2. Auditory and lexical non-saliency of coda /ʃt/-/ʃ/

clus-plos

40%

onset

coda

Figure 2: Discrimination (% correct) for /ʃt/-/ʃ/ and
/ʃt/-/t/ vs. single consonants, in onset or coda position.
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does not natively occur in Vietnamese, therefore Vietnamese
listeners are probably not sensitive to it.
A second reason for the difficulty of the coda /ʃt/-/ʃ/ contrast
might be the fact that all word pairs containing this contrast
were pairs of identical verbs that contrasted only in their
inflection (indicative vs. imperative). Though this grammatical
contrast is highly relevant for native German listeners,
beginning Vietnamese learners of German might not have had
enough experience with the imperative yet and perceived the
two forms of each pair as being the same lexical item.

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]
[10]
[11]

5. Conclusions

[12]

Our study showed that for Vietnamese language learners of
German, only the contrast /ʃt/-/ʃ/ in coda position posed a real
challenge. We attribute this problem to the fact that the contrast
in this pair only hinges on the auditory cues of silent closure
phase and stop burst. Especially the latter is problematic for
Vietnamese listeners, who in addition to not having any clusters
in their native language, do not phonetically release bursts in
coda position.
For all other contrasts tested in this study, the Vietnamese
listeners performed surprisingly well. We attribute this finding
to the influence of English as first L2 that facilitates the
acquisition of phonological contrasts in German as an L3.
Results thus support the notion of transfer of linguistic
knowledge and cognitive experience from L2 to L3.
In future work, we will analyze production tokens of the
stimuli that were recorded from the participants after the
perception experiment. Phonetic analyses of the realization of
the cluster and its phonemes can be complemented by listener
ratings, and by way of triangulation this will supply insight into
what makes particularly the cluster /ʃt/-/ʃ/ in coda position
prone to errors.

[13]
[14]
[15]

[16]

[17]
[18]
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